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We offer work clothes that really work, with high 
demands on comfort, function and design.
We challenge the traditional workwear industry by 
constantly developing new innovations and smart 
solutions for a safe working day.
Through close cooperation with our users, we can 
offer the right comfort, function and quality.

WE ARE  
L. BRADOR.
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That’s probably the case. Let us tell you a bit 
about that goal and what gives us the confidence 
to say this.

L.Brador offers an extensive range of  high-
quality workwear. We are particularly proud 
of  our range of  stretch trousers, which we call 
“WorkMove”. 

To achieve this, we work with the best materials 
in the market, such as Cordura, Kevlar and 
Dyneema stretch fabrics. 

Guaranteeing outstanding comfort, ease of  
movement and durability. No matter which 
category of  stretch trousers you choose, you can 
be sure of  superior day-long comfort. 

And one thing is certain. Our top-quality work 
trousers compare very favourably against others 
on the market. Follow the example of  thousands 
of  professionals all over Scandinavia. Pull on a 
pair of  our work trousers and feel the difference.

THE WORLD’S BEST 
WORK TROUSERS.



Excellent quality goes a long way, but work trousers are not perfect unless they 
really suit the needs of  your job. Our WorkMove work trousers with stretch 
material are designed to provide optimal comfort, mobility and durability. Take a 
closer look at the symbols below to find the right trousers for your needs.

FIND THE RIGHT TROUSERS FOR YOUR NEEDS.

CRAFTSMAN TRANSPORTATIONPAINTER AND 
DECORATOR

SERVICE/
LOGISTICS

WORKSHOP ROADWORKER/
MACHINERY 
OPERATOR



YOUR 
GARMENTS 

WON'T STOP YOU.

We are finally able to present L.Brador’s new families.

To help you find what you need for your working day more easily, 
we have opted to divide the range into various collections, each of  
which has a clear focus.

You can read more about what the different families mean 
before each new chapter, but you will find hints here about which 
collection is most suitable based on your wishes. 

Quality, comfort and design are, as usual, absolutely key when 
L.Brador develops workwear, regardless of  the specific collection.

We hope that you will be able to find your favourites even more 
easily now.

GET TO KNOW OUR 
FAMILIES.



WHATEVER YOU'RE 
UP AGAINST.

YOUR 
GARMENTS 

WON'T STOP YOU.

FOR ALL-ROUND WORK.

FOR AN EASIER
WORKDAY.



YOUR GARMENTS WON’T STOP YOU.

Momentum is the collection that gives you maximum 
movement during your working day. The garments 
have stretch properties that offer a new perspectives on 
what mobility actually means. 
If  you have high demands regarding mobility and com-
fort, the Momentum garments will be perfect for you. 
Discover Momentum for a comfortable working day.

MOMENTUM





INTERIOR KNEE 
PAD POCKETS FOR 

KNEE COMFORT

ZIPPED LEG  
POCKETS

CORDURA-REIN-
FORCED 4-WAY 

STRETCH

STRETCHY AND 
SUPPLE 4-WAY 

STRETCH PRIMARY 
MATERIAL

PRE-SHAPED 
KNEES FOR A  

BETTER FIT

ADJUSTABLE  
ANKLES WITH 

PRESS STUDS



1030P MOMENTUM

WORKMOVE MOMENTUM

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretchy, flexible 4-way stretch fabric for excellent mobility 
and comfort.

• Cordura-reinforced 4-way stretch on seat, front, crotch and 
leg cuff for extra breathability and durability.

• Slim-fit thanks to the body-hugging stretch fabric.
• Interior knee pad pockets.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Front pockets.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Leg pockets with zips, left-hand with internal telephone 

pocket and right-hand with extra pockets on outside.
• Adjustable leg cuff with snap fastener.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

91.5% polyamide, 8.5% elastane. 250 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

Trousers with  
maximum mobility.

Flexible lightweight service/outdoor trousers in stretch fab-
ric. Cordura stretch panels on seat, front, crotch, leg pock-
ets, back of  knee and leg cuff for extra durability. Trousers 
in a modern style and slim-fit, designed to provide optimal 

comfort throughout the working day.

USE THE 536 KNEE PAD 
FOR EXTRA COMFORT!
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S T R E T C H  
Y O U R  L I M I T S

1 0 5 0 P B  W O R K M O V E  M O M E N T U M

F A B R I C

Try something 
new.
The 1050PB Momentum stretch trousers are an 
exceptionally flexible model of  work trousers, 
combining maximum flexibility with extreme 
durability, and nothing has been left to chance 
here. The main material used in the design of  
the trousers is Cordura and the knee pockets are 
made from the extremely durable stretch material 
Dyneema. The adjustable waistband and the 
trousers’ articulated knees also give the trousers a 
slimmer fit, which contributes to the exceptionally 
high level of  flexibility.



1050PB MOMENTUM

WORKMOVE MOMENTUM

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Full stretch trousers in 4-way stretch Cordura for 
extremely good mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• Adjustable waistband in non-stretch material for 
optimal fit.

• Hanging pockets, leg pockets and rule pocket in non-
stretch material.

• Stretch material and a narrower cut for trousers with a 
closer fit and optimum comfort.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in Dyneema (4-way 

stretch).
• Hanging pockets with zipped compartment for 

carrying screw bits, etc.
• Zipped leg pocket for improved safety.
• Mobile phone pocket with magnetic clasp to keep your 

phone in place.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

88% polyamide, 12% elastane. 275 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D104

The trousers for crafts-
men.

1050PB Momentum is made completely from stretch mate-
rial and could be described as the king of  trousers. Here we 
combine maximum mobility with extreme durability. The 
trousers are light and flexible, developed in close collabora-

tion with our users – and based on high standards of  comfort 
and quality.
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MOMENTUM AIRDRY

STAY DRY ON THE 
INSIDE WITH AIRDRY!

USE THE TOOLS IN YOUR 
WORK TROUSERS WHILE 

KEEPING OUT MOISTURE

4-WAY STRETCH WITH 
JERSEY INTERIOR FOR 
EXTRA COMFORT

16
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6200P AIRDRY

MOMENTUM AIRDRY

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• 4-way stretch with jersey interior for extra comfort and heat 
regulation.

• Membrane with a 10,000 mm water column that creates a fully 
windproof  product with extremely high water repellency. 

• Elastic waist with drawstring.
• Elastic, anti-slip ankles.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 180 g/m².

SIZE

S–3XL

Revolutionary long 
johns.

Our AirDry long johns are finally available! They will 
keep you dry and warm in poor weather and when 
the temperature drops. You can now work with as 
much flexibility as usual, even on windy and rainy 

days. Soft, comfortable long johns with stretch mate-
rial for optimal fit and mobility. You no longer need to 
compromise – you can wear the garment under your 
craftsmen’s trousers and access your tools as usual.

Perfect!

WINDPROOF AND  
WATER-REPELLENT LONG 

JOHNS
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2005U MOMENTUM

MOMENTUM

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Swedish-made in felted wool of  the highest quality.
• Very high comfort as the material helps maintain a 

naturally even temperature and is quick-drying.
• Wool is a material with unique characteristics.
• It warms just as well even if  it is damp.
• Wool has a natural resistance to odours and dirt 

and it often suffices to simply air the top instead of  
washing.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% wool. 450 g/m².

SIZE

S–3XL

A top that we hold close 
to our hearts.

This comfortable felted wool top is made in collabora-
tion with Ivanhoe of  Sweden, a family company from 

Gällstad that has been making knitted wool garments for 
seventy years. The material is completely natural, and has 

numerous exceptional characteristics.  
Above all, it maintains and even and comfortable tem-
perature, has a high absorption capacity and it does not 
easily absorb odours. Nature was really at the races with 
this product development: it even cleans itself  so long as 

it is aired. 
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MOMENTUM

Meet Ivanhoe. 
Our design collaboration with Ivanhoe was launched back in 2017, as we wanted to offer a product of  the highest 
quality in a material that is ideally suited to a craftsman’s working day. Initiating a collaboration with Ivanhoe was an 
obvious choice, as the company knits garments in wool as well as having a local connection. Wool is the perfect choice 
for craftsmen who alternate between low and high-intensity work, as the material regulates the temperature according 
to body heat. We met Anders Göthager, CEO of  Ivanhoe, for a brief  conversation about both sustainability and the 
importance of  creating long-lasting garments.

Knitted in Gällstad since 1946. 
Anders explains that it was only natural for him to work at Ivanhoe, as it is a family business. Even as a little boy, he 
got to accompany the family on various activities and see from the inside how a business is run. He goes on to describe 
that he has worked at various departments within the company, such in the warehouse, production and in-house sales, 
which has resulted in him acquiring an extensive knowledge of  the entire business.

20
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MOMENTUM

”Material such as wool is completely 
natural, and has numerous  
wonderful characteristics.  

Above all, it helps you maintain an 
even and comfortable temperature.

ANDERS GÖTHAGER

A wool top to love.
The top that Anders is wearing is produced in 100% 
felted wool. This is a stable and robust fabric that creates 
a long-lasting garment that can be worn all year round. 
Materials such as wool are completely natural with 
many wonderful properties, which above all maintain an 
even and comfortable temperature and do not absorb 
odours. Yes, the top can even clean itself, as long as you 
air the garment. The top also features subtle seams and 
carefully selected details. There is no doubt that nature 
is close to Ivanhoe’s heart when it comes to product 
development. 

Why is it important 
for you to work with 
sustainability? 
“For us at Ivanhoe, it is only natural to work with 
sustainability and sustainable garments, and not least 
to provide information about this topic as well. We have 
frightening figures indicating that we are currently 
consuming at a level equivalent to 4.5 globes, yet we 
only have one to live on. It is now about creating a better 
world for our grandchildren who will be growing up 
here on Earth – we’re not saying any more than that and 
it means we have to safeguard all stages of  production. 
Everyone needs to take their share of  the responsibility 
and think about the details, as clothing is responsible for 
incredibly high levels of  emissions.

ANDERS GÖTHAGER 
YEARS AT IVANHOE:  Many, I started in 1995.

JOB TITLE: Chief  Executive Officer

FAMILY: Married with two children, Martin and 
Maja.

BEST THING ABOUT MY ROLE: It’s definitely the 
speedof  production. I may get an idea that I take to my 
sister, which can then lead to a draft in just a few hours. 
I find this amazing and really inspirational. I also enjoy 
having contact on a daily basis with all our fantastic 
salespeople.
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L.BRADOR

MOMENTUM

Workwear meets  
sportswear. 

In collaboration with CLN Athletics, the leading brand in high-intensity training, 
we have designed a collection of  high-quality garments for both your working 
day and the gym. Combining workwear with high demands for comfort and 
function, as well as training wear that can withstand and facilitate a range of  

movements regardless of  intensity, creates the perfect garment for you to wear 
during your working day. Together, we share a passion for tailored craftsmans-

hip and tried and tested functionality. The garments are distinguished by stylish 
details and carefully placed cuts that enhance their function.
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L.BRADOR
L.BRADOR

L.BRADOR

6032PB MOMENTUM 6033PB MOMENTUM

6030BV MOMENTUM

MADE OF

BAMBOO

MOMENTUM

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top in a soft, comfortable cotton and polyester blend. 
• Modern fit for great comfort and maximum mobility. 
• Unbrushed inside for enhanced comfort.
• Ribbed neckline and technical fabric cuffs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% cotton, 20% polyester. 300 g/m².

SIZE

S–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made of  a soft, comfortable cotton and polyester blend. 
• Unbrushed inside for enhanced comfort.
• Extra high neck for added comfort and warmth.
• The top features a modern fit.
• Cuffs with elastic band.
• Fixed, adjustable hood.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% cotton, 20% polyester. 300 g/m².

SIZE

S–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• T-shirt made of  a durable bamboo fabric. 
• The fabric’s temperature-regulating and moisture-wicking 

properties keep you cool all day long.
• The fibres in the fabric have heat-regulating properties, 

making this an ideal garment when performing a variety of  
tasks. 

• Comfortable slim fit. 
• Elasticated cuff for optimal comfort and fit.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

46% bamboo viscose, 49% cotton, 5% elastane. 160 g/m².

SIZE

S–3XL
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FOR AN EASIER WORKDAY.

Our Aereo garments are characterised by the fact that 
they are lighter and more airy. These garments keep you 
cooler and fresher during your working day. 
Workmove Aereo takes your comfort to a whole new 
level, without losing the durability that you will recognise 
from Workmove. Add a suitable Aereo top and you can 
enjoy an easier day at work.

A E R E O





WELT POCKETS AT 
THE BACK WITH 

RECESSED BLACK 
REFLECTOR 

STRIPS

VENTILATED  
MATERIAL AT THE 

SIDE OF THE KNEE 
AND ON THE 

CROTCH

4-WAY  
STRETCH KNEE  
REINFORCEMENT

HARDWEARING AND COM-
FORTABLE STRETCH 
FABRIC THROUGHOUT

TAILORED INDENTS 
AT THE BACK OF THE 

KNEE

MODERN FIT WITH TA-
PERED LEG



1070PB AEREO 1070PB-W AEREO

WORKMOVE AEREO

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and 
good durability.

• 4-way stretch material over the seat, front, crotch as well as 
the front and rear sections of  the knee for extremely good 
mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close 
fitting trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct 
position.

• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good 
mobility and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra 

phone pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.
• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• New type of  recessed leg pocket with rule pocket. Leg pocket 

with phone pocket with a magnetic lock to keep the phone 
protected and in place.

• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material at the side of  the knee and on the inner 

thighs.
• Tailored indents at the back of  the knee.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane, 275 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and 
good durability.

• 4-way stretch material over the seat, front, crotch as well as 
the front and rear sections of  the knee for extremely good 
mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close 
fitting trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct 
position.

• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good 
mobility and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra 

phone pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.
• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• New type of  recessed leg pocket with rule pocket. Leg pocket 

with phone pocket with a magnetic lock to keep the phone 
protected and in place.

• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material at the side of  the knee and on the inner 

thighs.
• Tailored indents at the back of  the knee.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane, 275 g/m².

SIZE

34-48
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1570PB AEREO 1470PB AEREO

WORKMOVE AEREO

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and good 
durability.

• 4-way stretch material over the seat, front, crotch as well as 
the front and rear sections of  the knee for extremely good 
mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• Slimmer fit thanks to elasticated panels and stretch in the main 
fabric, for a more body-hugging pirate trouser with knee-pads 
that stay in place.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in 4-way stretch offer great 
mobility and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra 

phone pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.
• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• New type of  recessed leg pocket with rule pocket. Leg pocket 

with phone pocket with a magnetic lock to keep the phone 
protected and in place.

• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material at the side of  the knee and on the inner 

thighs.
• Tailored indents at the back of  the knee.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane, 275 g/m².

SIZE

44-60

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and good 
durability.

• 4-way stretch over the seat, front and crotch, for extremely 
good mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 
make this a more body-hugging pair of  shorts.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra 
phone pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.

• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• New type of  recessed leg pocket with rule pocket. Leg pocket 

with phone pocket with a magnetic lock to keep the phone 
protected and in place.

• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material on the inner thighs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane, 275 g/m².

SIZE

44-60

NNYHED!UUTUUS!NEW!NEW COLOUR!
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WORKMOVE AEREO

1071PB AEREO 1072PB/1072PB-W AEREO

F A B R I C F A B R I C

AVAILABLE 
IN LADIES’ 

MODEL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and good 
durability.

• 4-way stretch material over the seat, front, crotch as well as the 
front and rear sections of  the knee for extremely good mobility, 
comfort and ventilation.

• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close fitting 
trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct position.

• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good mobility 
and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra phone 

pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.
• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• Recessed leg pocket and folding-rule pocket. Leg pocket with 

phone pocket with a magnetic lock to keep the phone protected 
and in place.

• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material at the side of  the knee and on the inner thighs.
• Tailored indents at the back of  the knee.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative design 

that makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m2.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and good 
durability.

• 4-way stretch material over the seat, front, crotch as well as the front 
and rear sections of  the knee for extremely good mobility, comfort 
and ventilation.

• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close fitting 
trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct position.

• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good mobility 
and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra phone 

pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.
• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• Recessed leg pocket and folding-rule pocket. Phone pocket with 

magnetic lock to keep the phone protected and in place.
• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material at the side of  the knee and on the inner thighs.
• Shaped cut-offs at back of  knee for added comfort.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative design that 

makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m2.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

Men: 44-60, D84-D120 
Ladies: 34-48
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NO-SCRATCH

AVOID SCRATCHES 
TO PAINTWORK.

Concealed metal detailing – this is the hallmark of  L.Brador’s 
No-Scratch-Trousers. This eliminates the risk of  causing 
scratches, and the range has been developed specifically for 
professions that often handle sensitive products and materials. 
Vehicle workshops, valeting companies and cabinet makers are 
examples of  applications where No-Scratch will be of  benefit. 

The trousers are made of  a lighter material, making them 
particularly suitable for indoor work, and with Cordura stretch 
in the right places, there is also a high level of  mobility and comfort. 

NO-SCRATCH IS AVAILABLE IN THREE MODELS: 

1843PB, 1844PB and 1845PB.

Workwear can cause scratches on 
cars or painted 
industrial products, for example. With 
L.Brador’s No-Scratch-Trousers, this risk 
is eliminated. 
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1845PB AEREO

1844PB AEREO1843PB/1843PB-W AEREO

NO-SCRATCH

F A B R I C F A B R I C

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• The trousers are included in the No-Scratch product series where 
metal detailing is covered and well-protected, which mitigates the 
risk of  sensitive surfaces becoming scratched.

• Super-stretch, hardwearing Sorona® twill.
• Cordura 4-way stretch reinforcement across the seat, front and 

crotch for outstanding mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close fitting 

trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct position.
• Detachable hanging pockets and knee-pad pockets reinforced 

with Cordura stretch material.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

52% polyester, 30% cotton, 18% elastomers. 250 g/m².

SIZE

Men: 44-60, D84-D120
Ladies: 34-48

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• The shorts are included in the No-Scratch product range, 
where metal detailing is concealed and well protected to help 
prevent scratches on sensitive surfaces.

• Super-stretch, hardwearing Sorona® twill.
• Cordura 4-way stretch reinforcement across the seat, front and 

crotch for outstanding mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 

make this a more body-hugging pair of  shorts.
• Detachable hanging pockets reinforced with Cordura.
• Leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

52% polyester, 30% cotton, 18% elastomers. 250 g/m².

SIZE

44-60

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• The trousers are included in the No-Scratch product range, 
where metal detailing is concealed and well protected to help 
ensure that you do not scratch any sensitive surfaces that you 
are working with.

• Super-stretch, hardwearing Sorona® twill.
• Cordura 4-way stretch reinforcement across the seat, front 

and crotch for outstanding mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• These trousers combine a stretch fabric with a narrower cut 

to create a slimmer fit.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Internal knee pocket for knee comfort protection 536.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

52% polyester, 30% cotton, 18% elastomers. 250 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

BLACK & WHITE 
AVAILABLE FOR 

WOMEN
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1073PB AEREO1842PB/1842PB-W AEREO

WORKMOVE AEREO

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretchy, durable twill weave.
• 4-way stretch over the seat, front and crotch, for extremely 

good mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 

create body-hugging trousers.
• Reinforced Cordura kneepad pockets for increased 

durability.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Front pockets with additional zip in right-hand pocket.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Left-hand leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Leg pocket on the right with ruler pocket and extra pockets, 

along with an ID card holder.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton, mechanical stretch. 245 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Super-stretch, hardwearing Sorona® twill.
• Cordura 4-way stretch reinforcement across the seat, front 

and crotch for outstanding mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 

create body-hugging trousers.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Front pockets.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Left-hand leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Right-hand leg pocket with basic folding rule pocket and 

extra pockets. 
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

52% polyester, 30% cotton, 18% elastomers. 250 g/m².

SIZE

Men: 44-60, D84-D120
Ladies: 34-48
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WORKMOVE AEREO

1475PB AEREO

F A B R I C

NEW COLOUR!

Shorts for an easier 
working day.

Lighter and airier work shorts in stretch fabric with 
good wear resistance in the main material as well as 
several 4-way stretch panels. The material in these 
shorts will keep you cool, while taking your comfort 

and mobility to a new level.

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for optimal comfort and durability.
• 4-way stretch over the seat, front and crotch, for extremely 

good mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• Stretch panels and stretch in main material provide a 

slimmer fit.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Left-hand leg pocket and right-hand folding rule pocket.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

85% polyester, 13% cotton, 2% elastane. 265 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60
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L.BRADOR 1072PB AEREO  / 2121P AEREO

AEREO
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2120P AEREO 2121P AEREO

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability and taped 

seams in vulnerable places – shoulders.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, provides 

good wind protection and, above all, protects against water 
penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets and fleece-lined high-neck collar.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Knitted inner cuff with thumb grip at the end.
• One chest pocket with ID card holder at the side. 
• One breast pocket can be accessed without opening the 

jacket. 
• Two side pockets, two inner pockets. 
• Loop for headset. 
• Grip-friendly zip pullers and drawstrings.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 200 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

NEW!

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability and taped seams in 

vulnerable places – shoulders.
• Close fit.
• Reflective panels on hem for increased visibility.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, provides 

good wind protection and, above all, protects against water 
penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets and fleece-lined high-neck collar.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Knitted inner cuff with thumb grip at the end.
• One chest pocket with ID card holder at the side. 
• One breast pocket can be accessed without opening the jacket. 
• Two side pockets, two inner pockets. 
• Loop for headset. 
• Grip-friendly zip pullers and drawstrings.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 200 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342.

SIZE

XS–5XL
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2221P / 2221P-W AEREO 2220P / 2220P-W AEREO

AEREO

NEW!

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability and taped seams.
• Two-layer fabric with laminated outer layer and membrane.
• Mesh lining.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket that provides good protection against wind and 

weather and reduces wear on the zip.
• Water repellent zips on breast pockets, side pockets and vent.
• Adjustable hood.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Adjustable cuff with elastic.
• Breast pocket and side pockets with recessed black reflector.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative design 

that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 148 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

Men: EN 343, Class 4:4. EN ISO 20471, Class 3. 
Ladies: EN 343, Class 4:4. EN ISO 20471, XS–M Class 2, L-> Class 
3.

SIZE

Men: S–3XL
Ladies: XS–XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability and taped seams. 
• Two-layer fabric with laminated outer layer and membrane.
• Mesh lining.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket that provides good protection against wind and 

weather and reduces wear on the zip.
• Water repellent zips on breast pockets, side pockets and vent.
• Adjustable hood.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Adjustable cuff with elastic.
• Breast pocket and side pockets with recessed black reflector.
• Reflective panels on shoulders and hem for increased visibility.
• One breast pocket, two side pockets and ID-card holder. 

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 148 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343, Class 4:4.

SIZE

Men: S–3XL
Ladies: XS–XL

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES’ MODEL:

2220P-W

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES’ MODEL:

2221P-W
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2221P AEREO  /  1052PB WORKMOVE HEAVY

AEREO

DON’T LET THE WEATHER 
STOP YOUR WORK!
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2030P AEREO

AEREO

NEW!

Multifunctional 
hybrid jacket.

2-in-1 hybrid jacket/liner for flexibility depending on 
the changing weather. Water-repellent windbreaker 

with warm quilted body and durable ripstop outer fa-
bric. The thin padding and body-hugging fit provide 

a comfortable garment to wear.

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Three-ply material with knitted lining in shoulders, sleeves and 
sides to protect against weather and wind.

• Thin but warm quilted body with ripstop in the outer fabric for 
increased wear resistance.

• Reflective details on yoke.
• Extended back section.
• Full-length zip.
• One chest pocket and two side pockets with zip closure.
• Elasticated bottom hem.
• L.Brador jersey and elasticated cuffs.
• Ribbed collar.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

Arms, shoulders and sides:  92% polyester, 8% elastane. 230 g/m².
Body: 100% polyester. 75 g/m². 

SIZE

XS–3XL
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2130P AEREO 2131P AEREO

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined and wind-repellent lightweight jacket with 
detachable hood. 

• Ripstop in the outer fabric for increased wear resistance.
• Double-quilted top section. 
• Full-length zip with chin guard.
• Two side pockets and an inner pocket with zip closure.
• Elastic cuffs and hem.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 75 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined and wind-repellent lightweight vest. 
• Ripstop in the outer fabric for increased wear resistance.
• Double-quilted top section. 
• Full-length zip with chin guard.
• Two side pockets and an inner pocket with zip closure.
• Elastic cuffs and hem.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 75 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

NEW! NEW!
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6024P AEREO 6027P AEREO

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• 4-way stretch.
• Brushed inside for extra comfort. 
• Shaped collar.
• Decorative seams.
• Elasticated hem.
• Shaped cuffs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

95% polyester, 5% elastane. 255 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL
Indigo: XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• 4-way stretch.
• Brushed inside for extra comfort. 
• Shaped collar.
• Decorative seams.
• Elasticated hem.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

95% polyester, 5% elastane. 255 g/m².

SIZE

S–4XL
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6024P AEREO / 1070PB AEREO

AEREO
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

419P/419P-W AEREO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

416P AEREO

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top in polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Lined with soft fleece.
• High collar to keep the neck, throat and chin warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Zip-hood.
• In polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Lined with soft fleece.
• Both hood and high collar to keep the neck, throat and chin 

warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

Men: EN ISO 20471, Class 3. 
Ladies: EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–M, Class 3 for L->.

SIZE

Men: XS–5XL
Ladies: XS–2XL
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697P AEREO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

6123P AEREO

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top in polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Lined with soft fleece.
• Ribbed neck, hem and sleeves.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Zip-hood in moisture-wicking material with good 
ventilation. 

• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Brushed interior for greater comfort.
• With both hood and high collar in the same garment to keep 

the head, neck and chin warm.
• Full-length zip with chin guard.
• Two side pockets and chest pocket with zip closure.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, XS Class 2, S Class 3.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

NEW!
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6111P AEREO 6110P AEREO 

6112P AEREO 

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeve T-shirt with good ventilation and moisture 
wicking.

• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments. 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• T-shirt with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Soft fleece inside for added comfort.
• High collar to keep the neck, throat and chin warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL
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6120P AEREO 6121P AEREO 

6122P AEREO 

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeve T-shirt with good ventilation and moisture 
wicking.

• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Soft fleece inside for added comfort.
• High collar to keep the neck, throat and chin warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS, Class 3 for S->.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• T-shirt with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL
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L.BRADOR 413P AEREO

AEREO
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413P AEREO

411P AEREO 

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

AEREO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Quick-drying.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch with good 

breathability, as well as greater durability as they stand up better to wear 
and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Quick-drying.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

XS–5XL
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High quality and long 
service life.
For us, sustainability means ensuring that the life cycle 
of  each new garment is as long as possible. We want to 
help reduce resource and energy consumption through 
high-quality garments with a long lifetime.

Quality and sustainability go hand in hand, in our 
opinion. It’s all about our responsibility and the safety of  
others throughout the products’ life cycle. We express this 
in our vision: A world where everyone is safe and healthy 

OUR 
RESPONSIBILITY

at work.
L.Brador offers a distinct premium range that creates 
easy choices, where the garments harmonise with each 
other and keep their promises all day, every day.

Our goal, in close cooperation with our users, is to create 
garments that can be worn day in, day out, with no 
reduction in either function or comfort, every working 
day of  the year. This is our design philosophy, set out 
clearly and simply in our slogan: “Workwear. Designed 
to work.”

”L.BRADOR ALWAYS STRIVES 
TO ENSURE THE LONGEST 

POSSIBLE LIFESPAN.

Made to Move.
Designed to work.

Workwear that is made to move.

Workwear that doesn’t restrain your natural movement.

Workwear that is up for the challenge.

 Workwear designed to work.

 We are L.Brador.

Read more about our responsibility at lbrador.com
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CARE FOR  
YOUR WEAR
Take good care of  your 
garment.
The most important thing we all can do is to use what we 
have as long as possible. Our responsibility is to develop 
garments that last a long time. Yours is to take good care of  
them. With this in mind, we’ve compiled a list of  things you 
can do to take the best possible care of  your garments.  

For our certified protective garments, it is important for 
you to follow the care instructions that were included with 
the purchase so that the garment retains its protective 
properties.

What should I do with 
the garment after I’m 
done using it?
Can you give it to someone else who might still be 
able to use it?  
If  yes, please do! 

Is it impossible to clean or repair it?  
Check with your municipality and/or employer to find out 
how textile waste is managed.  
If  the garment has been contaminated by something, make 
sure that you sort it correctly in accordance with the appli-
cable environmental regulations.

General washing  
instructions. 
• Follow the washing instructions. They are there for a 

reason!
• For certified garments, it is particularly important that 

you follow the washing instructions to ensure that the 
protective properties are maintained. 

• Wool fibres have self-cleaning properties, so all you need 
to do with your wool garments is hang them outside to 
air. 

• If  there are any stains, try to wipe them off as quickly as 
possible.  

• If  the garment gets very dirty, try to brush off as much 
dirt as you can.

• Remove any stones, screws and other items from the 
pockets before washing.

• Close all pockets and openings that have zips, Velcro or 
snap fasteners. Leave button closures open. 

• Wash garments with similar colours together.
• Wash certified garments together with others that have the 

same certification.  
• Wash certified garments when they look dirty so that they 

retain their protective properties.  
• Do not use bleach. 
• Do not use fabric softener. It could damage the reflectors 

and other parts of  the garment.

STORAGE
WHEN NOT USING YOUR 

WORK CLOTHES, STORE THEM 
WASHED, IN A CLEAN, DRY AND 

DARK PLACE.  
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WHATEVER YOU’RE UP AGAINST.

No matter what challenges you face during your working 
day, you can be sure that your Heavy workwear will be 
able to handle them. Day in, day out.
And even though the garments are made from hard-
wearing materials, they are also packed with smart  
details such as weather protection, stretch panels,  
ventilation and generous pockets. As well as plenty of  
other weighty arguments.

HEAVY





REINFORCED  
HANGING POCKETS 
WITH SPACE FOR  
ANYTHING YOU NEED

CORDURA STRETCH IN 
SEVERAL PLACES FOR 

INCREASED COMFORT

VENTILATION ON THE 
INSIDE THIGHS THAT 

KEEPS YOU COOL

HEAVY-DUTY, DURABLE 
MATERIAL THAT CAN 

COPE WITH WHATEVER 
YOU’RE FACING

EXTREMELY DURABLE AND 
FLEXIBLE KNEE  
PROTECTION POCKETS MADE 
OF STRETCH KEVLAR



1052PB HEAVY

F A B R I C

WORKMOVE HEAVY

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/cotton to give 
the best durability. 

• Reinforced with 4-way Cordura stretch material over 
the seat, front, crotch and the entire back of  the leg for 
extremely good mobility, comfort and ventilation. 

• The use of  stretch material and a narrower fit gives more 
body-hugging trousers with knee-pads that stay put.

• Reinforced knee-pad pockets in stretch Kevlar provide 
good mobility and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume.
• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is controlled with the 

aid of  a zip, internally lined with mesh fabric to keep the 
user cool.

• Left leg pocket with zip and phone pocket with a magnetic 
clasp to keep the phone protected and in place.

• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

Well-equipped  
trousers with smart 

details.
Work trousers made from heavy-duty, durable mate-
rial that can cope with whatever you’re facing, and we 
promise you won’t be disappointed. Stretch Kevlar in 
the knees, which makes the knee protection pockets 
extremely durable and flexible. With smart details 
such as ventilation on the inside thighs, you could 

hardly have a more comfortable working day.
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1042PB HEAVY

WORKMOVE HEAVY

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in cotton/polyester to give 
the best durability.

• Cordura 4-way stretch reinforcement across the front and 
crotch for good mobility, comfort and ventilation. 

• The use of  stretch material and a narrower fit gives more 
body-hugging trousers with knee-pads that stay put.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good 

mobility and durability.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume.
• Ventilation on the inside thigh which is controlled with the 

aid of  a zip, internally lined with mesh fabric to keep the 
user cool.

• Left leg pocket with phone pocket with a magnetic lock to 
keep the phone protected and in place.

• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

A trouser to feel good in. 
Using 1052PB as a prototype, 1042PB has been developed 

in a somewhat simpler design, but without compromising on 
quality or fit. The stretch material has been used somewhat 

more sparingly and the rear pockets are of  a traditional, 
exterior model. 
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1053PB HEAVY 184PB HEAVY

WORKMOVE HEAVY

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A strong half-Panama weave in polyester/cotton to give the 
best durability. 

• Cordura 4-way stretch reinforcement across the seat, front 
and crotch for outstanding mobility, comfort and ventilation. 

• Using stretch material and a narrower fit creates more body-
hugging shorts.

• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume.
• Left leg pocket with zip and phone pocket with a magnetic 

clasp to keep the phone protected and in place.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 325 g/m².

SIZE

44-60

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and 
good durability.

• Reinforced with 4-way Cordura stretch material over the 
seat, front, crotch as well as the front and rear sections of  the 
knee for extremely good mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 
create body-hugging trousers.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Ventilation on the inside is regulated by a zip to keep the 

wearer cool.
• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good 

mobility and durability.
• Left-hand leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Right-hand leg pocket with basic folding rule pocket and 

extra pockets. 
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120 
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

185PB HEAVY

WORKMOVE HEAVY

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and 
good durability.

• Reinforced with 4-way Cordura stretch material over the 
seat, front, crotch as well as the front and rear sections of  the 
knee for extremely good mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 
create body-hugging trousers.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good 

mobility and durability.
• Integral 7 mm knee cushion for cushioning and comfort.
• Ventilation on the inside is regulated by a zip to keep the 

wearer cool.
• Front pocket with extra inside pockets.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Left-hand leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Right-hand leg pocket with folding rule pocket and extra 

pockets.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

Be seen, be safe.
These trousers have been developed in close collaboration with 

the sector, 
with the aim of  improving the working environment for to-

day’s professional drivers. A journey which resulted in, among 
other things, a strong canvas in polyester/cotton/elastane, 7 
millimetres of  cushioning on the knees and adjustable venti-

lation on the inner thigh for truly great comfort. What’s more, 
the reinforced knee-pad pockets provide both good mobility 

and extreme durability.
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1074PB HEAVY 1075PB HEAVY

WORKMOVE HEAVY

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for good comfort and durability.
• 4-way stretch panels across front, crotch and yoke provide 

excellent mobility and comfort.
• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close 

fitting trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct 
position.

• Reinforced Cordura kneepad pockets for increased 
durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Knitted back pockets with Cordura bellows.
• Leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Folding rule pocket.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for good comfort and durability.
• 4-way stretch panels across front, crotch and yoke provide 

excellent mobility and comfort.
• Better fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Trousers 

with knee-pads that stay in the correct position.
• Reinforced Cordura kneepad pockets for increased 

durability.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Knitted back pockets with Cordura bellows.
• Leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Folding rule pocket.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

85% polyester, 13% cotton, 2% elastane. 265 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120
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L.BRADOR 430P HEAVY

HEAVY
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430P/430P-W HEAVY

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HEAVY

Make long days easier.
A longer winter jacket for those who work in really cold 

and windy environments and who want outerwear that can 
handle a really tough day at work. This model, which is also 
available in ladies’ sizes, meets the very strict requirements 
of  the EN standards for Hi-Vis clothing, resistance to wind, 
cold and rain. The jacket is designed according to the same 
principle as the rest of  our Hi-Vis collection – with premi-

um-quality designs, details and materials.

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Heavy warm lining.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Windproof  and waterproof  with good breathability and 

taped seams.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Triple front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, 

gives good wind protection and, moreover, protects against 
water penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable at the waist and hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets and inner fleece-lined collar with an 

extra high neck.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Knitted inner cuff with thumb grip at the end.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

• Matches the structure and colour of  189P trousers and is 
certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 265 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

Men: EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.
Ladies: EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for 
XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE

Men: XS–5XL 
Ladies: XS–2XL
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2100P/2100P-W HEAVY

HEAVY

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Heavy warm lining.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Windproof  and waterproof  with good breathability and taped 

seams.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Triple front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, gives 

good wind protection and, moreover, protects against water 
penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable at the waist and hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets and inner fleece-lined collar with an extra 

high neck.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Knitted inner cuff with thumb grip at the end.
• Concealed reflectors on zips and across shoulders for extra 

visibility.
• Windproof  Napoleon pocket that retains body heat, thereby 

extending the battery life of  electronic devices such as mobile 
phones, etc.

• Matches the structure and colour of  190P trousers and is 
certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% Polyester, 255 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN 343 3:1.

SIZE

Ladies: XS–2XL 
Men: XS–5XL

AVAILABLE 
IN LADIES’ 

MODEL

Warm jacket for the 
cold of  winter.

Certified winter jacket that will keep you warm on really 
cold and wet days. With smart details such as an extended 
back, extra high collar, robust adjustable hood and triple 
front placket, the jacket is sure to keep the cold and wet 

out. For added safety, there are also stylish, hidden  
reflectors on zips and the shoulders. A winner among 

winter jackets!
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2122P HEAVY

HEAVY

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Detachable lightweight lining that can be worn separately. 
• Water and windproof  material with taped reinforcing seams 

and good breathability.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, provides 

good wind protection and, above all, protects against water 
penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable at the waist and hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Adjustable cuffs with Velcro.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 170 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

3-in-1 
JACKET

Flexible jacket for all 
types of  weather.

3-in-1 jacket that protects against water, wind and cold in 
tough conditions while meeting the highest EU require-
ments for Hi-Vis clothing. This work jacket is manufac-
tured in waterproof  and windproof  material with taped 

reinforcing seams and good breathability.
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190P HEAVY189P HEAVY

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HEAVY

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Windproof  and waterproof  with taped seams.
• Dirt-repellent.
• Good breathability.
• Raised back to keep the lower back warm.
• Snowlocks at the leg hems.
• Zip-up cuffs for easier dressing and undressing.
• Matches the structure and colour of  2100P and 2120P jacket 

and is certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 255 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN 343 3:1.

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Windproof  and waterproof  with taped seams.
• Dirt-repellent.
• Good breathability.
• Raised back to keep the lower back warm.
• Snowlocks at the leg hems.
• Zip-up cuffs for easier dressing and undressing.
• Removable braces.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

• Matches the structure and colour of  430P and 430P-W.
• Certified in compliance with EN 342 together with: 430P, 

430P-W, 2121P och 2122P.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 265 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

XS–3XL

DON’T FORGET TO 
MATCH YOUR WINTER 
JACKET WITH A PAIR 

OF WINTER TROUSERS
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L.BRADOR 430P HEAVY / 189P HEAVY / 5002AE

HEAVY
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2020PB HEAVY 2041PB HEAVY

HEAVY

NEW!NEW!

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for good comfort and durability.
• Extended back section.
• Elasticated bottom hem.
• Full-length zip.
• Pre-shaped sleeves for flexibility.
• Elasticated cuffs.
• Ribbed standing collar.
• One chest flap-pocket and one chest pocket and two side 

pockets with zip.
• Concealed ID card pocket on the right-hand side.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

85% polyester, 13% cotton, 2% elastane. 265 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, XS Class 2, S-> Class 3. 

SIZE

Yellow: XS–5XL
Orange: XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for good comfort and durability.
• Extended back section.
• Elasticated bottom hem.
• Full-length zip.
• High collar.
• One chest flap-pocket and one chest pocket and two side 

pockets with zip.
• Concealed ID card pocket on the right-hand side.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

85% polyester, 13% cotton, 2% elastane. 265 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, XS Class 1, S Class 2.

SIZE

Yellow: XS–5XL
Orange: XS–3XL

NEW!NEW!
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218PB HEAVY2040PB HEAVY

HEAVY

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Mesh front and back for an airy garment.
• Bellows pocket with zip to use the vest over outerwear.
• Breast pocket can be unbuttoned from the bottom edge of  the 

vest so that items do not fall out when you bend forward.
• Belt to distribute the weight between shoulders and hips.
• Hanging front pockets reinforced with Cordura.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

NEW!

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for good comfort and durability.
• Four hanging pockets reinforced with Cordura.
• Full-length zip.
• Adjustable width with the help of  an extra zip to be used over 

a thicker jacket.
• Extended back section.
• Opening in the back for a fall harness.
• Two chest flap-pockets and two side pockets with zip.
• Concealed ID card pocket on the right-hand side.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

85% polyester, 13% cotton, 2% elastane. 265 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

Yellow: S–5XL
Orange: S–3XL

NEW!
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L.BRADOR 6023PB HEAVY / 1053PB WORKMOVE HEAVY / 600B OMNIO

HEAVY
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6023PB HEAVY

HEAVY

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Heavy cotton/polyester.
• Brushed cotton inside for greater comfort.
• Zip for ease of  pulling on and taking off.
• Sturdy cuff.
• Printed symbol in relief.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% cotton, 20% polyester. 360 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

Sweatshirt with a 
brushed inside.

This sweatshirt is a customer favourite, available in three 
colours. Full zip at the front, which makes it easy to put 

on and take off. Soft, brushed inside keeps you warm and 
comfortable throughout the working day.
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FOR ALL-ROUND WORK.
OMNIO
Perhaps you work as a caretaker or an installation 
engineer, or you may be the company’s “handyman” – 
the person who sorts everything out. If  this is case, you 
will probably find your perfect workwear among our 
Omnio garments. Mix and match along with our other 
families to optimise your working day.





SPACIOUS MOBILE 
PHONE POCKET

PRE-SHAPED KNEES 
FOR A BETTER FIT AND 

FLEXIBILITY

STRETCH PANELS FOR 
VERY GOOD COMFORT 

MODERN AND BODY-HUG-
GING FIT



1091PB /1091PB-W OMNIO1090PB /1090PB-W OMNIO

WORKMOVE OMNIO

AVAILABLE 
IN LADIES’ 

MODEL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Classic service model in twill with stretch sections at the front and 
in the crotch.

• Front pockets.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Left-hand leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Right-hand leg pocket with ruler pocket and extra pockets. 
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m².

SIZE

Men: 44-60, D84-D120
Ladies: 34-48

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• The trousers are included in the No-Scratch product series 
where metal detailing is covered and well-protected, which 
mitigates the risk of  sensitive surfaces becoming scratched.

• 4-way stretch over the front, crotch and back yoke for good 
mobility and comfort.

• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 
create body-hugging trousers.

• Detachable hanging pockets for versatile use.
• Reinforced knee protector pockets.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% elastane, 275 g/m².

SIZE

Men: 44-60, D84-D120
Ladies:  34-48

NEW!AVAILABLE 
IN LADIES’ 

MODEL
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101B/101B-W OMNIO1095PB OMNIO

WORKMOVE OMNIO/ OMNIO

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Strong cotton to give the best durability.
• Triple stitched for extra durability.
• Hanging pockets, rear leg hems and knees reinforced with 

Cordura.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 360 g/m².

SIZE

Men: 44-60, D84-D116
Ladies: 34-48

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Hardwearing canvas weave with mechanical stretch. 
• 4-way stretch over front and crotch for mobility and comfort.
• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close 

fitting trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct 
position.

• Reinforced kneepad pockets for increased durability.
• Knitted rear bellow pockets, hammer loop on right-hand 

side.
• Leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Folding rule pocket.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton, mechanical stretch. 270 g/m². 

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

NEW!
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161PB OMNIO

OMNIO

109B OMNIO

103B OMNIO

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Strong cotton/polyester material for best durability.
• Triple stitched for extra durability.
• Rear leg ends and knees reinforced with Cordura.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 320 g/m².

SIZE

44-60, D96-D116, 146-156

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Heavyweight dark raw denim for a good, durable surface.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• The double leg pockets provide good service trousers 

adaptable to many professions.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 325 g/m². The colour can bleed.

SIZE

44-60, D96-D120

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Classic cotton design.
• Light and cool trousers.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 300 g/m².

SIZE

44-60
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OMNIO

160PB OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

174B OMNIO

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced over knees and thighs for good durability and to 

minimise the risk of  flashing when manoeuvring machines 
and vehicles.

• Extendable by 5 cm.
• Matches the structure and colour of  jacket 203PB and winter 

jacket 204PB.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 310 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 471, Class 2 and updated to EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D116. 

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Strong cotton to give the best durability.
• Hi-Vis fabric is also available in cotton, which means that the 

garment is suitable for work where there is a risk of  sparks.
• Triple stitched for extra durability.
• Extendible by 5 cm.
• Hanging pockets and knees reinforced with Cordura.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 375 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D116
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1495PB OMNIO1490PB OMNIO

WORKMOVE OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Hardwearing canvas weave with mechanical stretch. 
• 4-way stretch over front and crotch for mobility and comfort.
• Stretch panels and stretch in main material provide a slimmer fit.
• Knitted rear bellow pockets, hammer loop on right-hand side.
• Leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Folding rule pocket.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton, mechanical stretch. 270 g/m².

SIZE

44-60

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Classic service shorts in twill. 
• 4-way stretch over front and crotch for mobility and comfort.
• Left-hand leg pocket keeps your phone protected and in place.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m².

SIZE

46-56

NEW!
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165PB OMNIO204PB OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

OMNIO

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• Water and dirt-repellent.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced over the knees and thighs for better durability.
• Matches the structure and colour of  204PB jacket and is 

certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• Water and dirt-repellent.
• Double front plackets protect the zip from wear and 

gives good wind protection.
• Reinforcements in Cordura on exposed areas.
• Adjustable waist end and cuff at sleeve end.
• Matches the structure and colour of  165PB trousers 

and is certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL
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203PB OMNIO

228P OMNIO 289P OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

OMNIO

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• A pleat at the back for increased mobility.
• Reinforcements in Cordura on exposed areas.
• Adjustable waist and sleeve-ends with push-studs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 3M reflective material.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–4XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made from Softshell for a comfortable garment with good 
stretch properties.

• Water-repellent and windproof  with good breathability.
• Inner material in soft fleece.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

94% polyester, 6% elastane. 310 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Windproof  fleece jacket.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 280 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–4XL
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4002P OMNIO 4006P OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeve T-shirt in quick-drying polyester.
• Reflectors on the body, shoulders and sleeves. 

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE
100% polyester. 150 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:
EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE
S–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• T-shirt in quick-drying polyester.
• Reflectors on the body, shoulders and sleeves. 

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE
100% polyester. 150 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:
EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE
XS–3XL
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175PB OMNIO170PB OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

OMNIO

F A B R I C F A B R I C

CHARACTERISTICS AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Hanging pockets and knees reinforced with Cordura.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-64

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Hanging pockets and knees reinforced with Cordura.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60
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6090P OMNIO

OMNIO

NEW!

Flexible hybrid. 
Practical lightweight hybrid jacket with slim-fit cut. 

Wear as a jacket in warmer, drier weather or as an inter-
mediate layer (layer 2) in cold and wet conditions. The 
brushed inside in the sleeves and sides makes the jacket 

even more comfortable.

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Sleeves and sides in soft material with brushed lining for 
added comfort. 

• Quilted body for extra warmth.
• Full-length zip with chin guard.
• Two zipped side pockets.
• Elasticated cuffs and collar edge.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

Sleeves and sides: 100% polyester. 200 g/m2. 
Body: 100% polyamide.

SIZE

XS–3XL
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687P/687P-W OMNIO 6195P OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Microfleece for a softer feeling.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 280 g/m².

SIZE

Men: XS–5XL
Ladies: XS–2XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft, warm top with brushed lining for added comfort. 
• Decorative seams.
• One chest pocket and two side pockets with zip closure.
• Thumb grip.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 200 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

NEW!
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L.BRADOR 2190P OMNIO / 1095PB WORKMOVE OMNIO / 6430PB OMNIO

OMNIO
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2190P OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• Waterproof, wind-resistant fabric.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Covered zip in the front to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Detachable hood.
• Lined, zipped pockets and fleece-lined collar.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Knitted internal cuff at wrists.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester, 175 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

Warm-lined jacket.
Warm-lined jacket that keeps you dry in bad weather.

With this jacket, you get all the essentials for a comforta-
ble working day: windproof  and waterproof  material, 
quilted lining, fleece-lined pockets, hood and knitted 

cuffs.
Pre-shaped sleeves and an adjustable lower hem ensure a 

good fit on active days.
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2021B OMNIO 554P OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Classic cotton design.
• Triple stitched for extra durability.
• Adjustable waist and sleeve-ends with push-studs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 285 g/m².

SIZE

S–2XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made from Softshell for a comfortable garment with good 
stretch properties.

• Water-repellent and windproof  with good breathability.
• Inner material in soft polar fleece.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Elasticated cuffs.
• Reflective details on the back for increased visibility.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 300 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL
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198B OMNIO195B OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Classic model.
• Metal buttons under placket.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 285 g/m².

SIZE

44-62

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Classic model in strong cotton for best durability.
• Triple stitched for extra durability.
• Elastic waist.
• Adjustable cuff with push buttons.
• Metal buttons under placket.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 360 g/m².

SIZE

44-62
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654PB OMNIO 656PB/656PB-W OMNIO

637PB OMNIO 6430PB OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft and comfortable brushed inside.
• Close fit.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% cotton, 35% polyester. 300 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft and comfortable brushed inside.
• Close fit.
• Elasticated waist and wrists.
• Fixed, adjustable hood.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% cotton, 35% polyester. 300 g/m².

SIZE

Men: XS–3XL
Ladies: XS–2XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft and comfortable brushed inside.
• Round neck.
• Ribbed neck, hem and sleeves.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

 65% cotton, 35% polyester. 300 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft and comfortable brushed inside.
• Short zip up to collar.
• Ribbed collar, hem and cuffs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% cotton, 35% polyester. 300 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL
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L.BRADOR 656PB OMNIO / 6030BV MOMENTUM / 1030P WORKMOVE MOMENTUM / 5013B

OMNIO
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600B OMNIO628B OMNIO

9200B OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Cotton T-shirt. 
• Round-knitted without side seams.
• Rounded, ribbed neckline.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 180 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeved cotton T-shirt. 
• Round-knitted without side seams.
• Rounded, ribbed neckline. 

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 180 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Classic long-sleeve shirt.
• Made of  soft, lightweight cotton. 
• Relaxed regular fit for varied working days.
• Embroidered logo on chest pocket.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 110 g/m².

SIZE

S–3XL
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6014B OMNIO 6015B OMNIO

OMNIO

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Ladies T-shirt in stretch for optimal comfort.
• The fit is slightly narrower and longer, which gives a pleasant 

feeling.
• Narrow band of  ribbing at the neckline.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

95% cotton, 5% elastane. 160 g/m².

SIZE

XS–2XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Ladies T-shirt in stretch for optimal comfort.
• The fit is slightly narrower and longer, which gives a pleasant 

feeling.
• Narrow band of  ribbing at the neckline.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

95% cotton, 5% elastane. 160 g/m².

SIZE

XS–2XL
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Different environments involve different degrees of  risk, and so we 
– and the rest of  the industry – categorise our Hi-Vis clothing into 
three different classes. This makes it easier to choose, and easier to 

know exactly what garment you need.

 We develop and design all of  our Hi-Vis clothing with the same 
eye for detail and quality as other products and, for us, it goes 

without saying that they should be just as stylish, have the same 
good fit and the same smart functions as garments that are not Hi-

Vis. That they will be equally comfortable is something you can also 
take for granted. For this reason, most of  our Hi-Vis garments have 
reflective panels with stretch. With L.Brador Hi-Vis, you can also be 
assured of  long-lasting garments and reflective details that you can 
trust to make you visible – from a long distance, and for a long time.

“If  you can’t be seen, then you’re not there,” they say. We 
wouldn’t go that far but, on the hand, we know the following to 
be true: “You can only be seen if  you make yourself  visible”. It’s 
as simple as that. No matter what industry you work in or what 
your working day is like, you are safer when others can see you 

more easily. 

CAN WE HAVE YOUR 
ATTENTION,  

PLEASE?90
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430P / 430P-W HEAVY

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Heavy warm lining.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Windproof  and waterproof  with good breathability and 

taped seams.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Triple front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, 

gives good wind protection and, moreover, protects against 
water penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable at the waist and hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets and inner fleece-lined collar with an 

extra high neck.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Knitted inner cuff with thumb grip at the end.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

• Matches the structure and colour of  189P trousers and is 
certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 265 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

Men: EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.
Ladies: EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for 
XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE

Men: XS–5XL 
Ladies: XS–2XL 

Make long days easier.
A longer winter jacket for those who work in really cold 

and windy environments and who want outerwear that can 
handle a really tough day at work. This model, which is also 
available in ladies’ sizes, meets the very strict requirements 
of  the EN standards for Hi-Vis clothing, resistance to wind, 
cold and rain. The jacket is designed according to the same 
principle as the rest of  our Hi-Vis collection – with premi-

um-quality designs, details and materials.
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2122P HEAVY

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Detachable lightweight lining that can be worn separately. 
• Water and windproof  material with taped reinforcing seams 

and good breathability.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, provides 

good wind protection and, above all, protects against water 
penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable at the waist and hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Adjustable cuffs with Velcro.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 170 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

3-in-1 
JACKET

Flexible jacket for all 
types of  weather.

3-in-1 jacket that protects against water, wind and 
cold in tough conditions while meeting the highest EU 
requirements for Hi-Vis clothing. This work jacket is 

manufactured in waterproof  and windproof  material 
with taped reinforcing seams and good breathability.
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2121P AEREO

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability and taped 

seams in vulnerable places – shoulders.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket protects the zip against wear and tear, provides 

good wind protection and, above all, protects against water 
penetration.

• Covered zips to prevent water penetration.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Adjustable and detachable hood.
• Fleece-lined pockets and fleece-lined high-neck collar.
• Pre-bent sleeves.
• Knitted inner cuff with thumb grip at the end.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 200 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

Make yourself  visible in 
the dark of  winter.

Warm-lined jacket certified in compliance with EN ISO 
20471 for good visibility during the autumn and winter 
months. Thanks to the wind and waterproof  material, 
the jacket also protects against bad weather. The jacket 
is also fitted with FlexiComb reflectors, which make the 
garment supple. To ensure optimum comfort, the jacket 

has a body-hugging fit with pre-shaped sleeves, as well as an 
adjustable hem and hood.
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HI-VIS

L.BRADOR 2121P AEREO / 1071PB AEREO
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189P HEAVY

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Windproof  and waterproof  with taped seams.
• Dirt-repellent.
• Good breathability.
• Raised back to keep the lower back warm.
• Snowlocks at the leg hems.
• Zip-up cuffs for easier dressing and undressing.
• Removable braces.
• The reflective panels are flexible and offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

• Matches the structure and colour of  430P and 430P-W.
• Certified in compliance with EN 342 together with: 430P, 

430P-W, 2121P och 2122P.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 265 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342, EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

XS–3XL

DON’T FORGET TO 
MATCH YOUR WINTER 
JACKET WITH A PAIR 

OF WINTER TROUSERS
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165PB OMNIO204PB OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

F A B R I C F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• Water and dirt-repellent.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced over the knees and thighs for better durability.
• Matches the structure and colour of  204PB jacket and is 

certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Warm-lined.
• Water and dirt-repellent.
• Double front plackets protect the zip from wear and 

gives good wind protection.
• Reinforcements in Cordura on exposed areas.
• Adjustable waist end and cuff at sleeve end.
• Matches the structure and colour of  165PB trousers 

and is certified in compliance with EN 342.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 342 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL
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203PB OMNIO

228P OMNIO289P OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• A pleat at the back for increased mobility.
• Reinforcements in Cordura on exposed areas.
• Adjustable waist and sleeve-ends with push-studs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–4XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made from Softshell for a comfortable garment with good 
stretch properties.

• Water-repellent and windproof  with good breathability.
• Inner material in soft fleece.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

94% polyester, 6% elastane. 310 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Windproof  fleece jacket.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 280 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–4XL
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2003P AEREO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

2221P / 2221P-W AEREO

NYHET!

FINNS ÄVEN I  
DAM-MODELL:

2221P-W

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft Softshell in four-way stretch material for a comfortable 
garment with good stretch properties.

• Water-repellent and windproof  with good breathability.
• Extended back section.
• Inner material in soft stretch jersey.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

92% polyester, 8% elastane. 230 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Wind and waterproof  with good breathability and taped seams.
• Two-layer fabric with laminated outer layer and membrane.
• Mesh lining.
• Close fit.
• Longer at the back to keep the lower back warm.
• Front placket that provides good protection against wind and 

weather and reduces wear on the zip.
• Water repellent zips on breast pockets, side pockets and vent.
• Adjustable hood.
• Adjustable hem for best fit.
• Adjustable cuff with elastic.
• Breast pocket and side pockets with recessed black reflector.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative design 

that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 148 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

Men: EN 343, Class 4:4. EN ISO 20471, Class 3. 
Ladies: EN 343, Class 4:4. EN ISO 20471, XS–M Class 2, L-> Class 
3.

SIZE

Men: S–3XL
Ladies: XS–XL
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

419P/419P-W AEREO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

416P AEREO

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top in polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Lined with soft fleece.
• High collar to keep the neck, throat and chin warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Zip-hood.
• In polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Lined with soft fleece.
• Both hood and high collar to keep the neck, throat and chin 

warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

Men: EN ISO 20471, Class 3.
Ladies: EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–M, Class 3 for L->.

SIZE

Men: XS–5XL
Ladies: XS–2XL
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697P AEREO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

6123P AEREO

HI-VIS

NEW!

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top in polyester with good ventilation and wicking.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Lined with soft fleece.
• Ribbed neck, hem and sleeves.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Zip-hood in moisture-wicking material with good 
ventilation. 

• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Brushed interior for greater comfort.
• With both hood and high collar in the same garment to keep 

the head, neck and chin warm.
• Full-length zip with chin guard.
• Two side pockets and chest pocket with zip closure.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, XS Class 2, S Class 3.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL
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6111P AEREO 6110P AEREO 

6112P AEREO 

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeve T-shirt with good ventilation and moisture 
wicking.

• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments. 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• T-shirt with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Soft fleece inside for added comfort.
• High collar to keep the neck, throat and chin warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL
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6120P AEREO 6121P AEREO 

6122P AEREO 

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeve T-shirt with good ventilation and moisture 
wicking.

• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Top with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• Soft fleece inside for added comfort.
• High collar to keep the neck, throat and chin warm.
• Elasticated hem and cuffs.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS, Class 3 for S->.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 240 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• T-shirt with good ventilation and wicking performance.
• Quick-dry fabric.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• FlexiComb™; highly durable reflectors featuring an 

innovative design that creates supple and comfortable 
garments.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

 EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL
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4002P OMNIO 4006P OMNIO

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeve T-shirt in quick-drying polyester.
• Reflectors on the body, shoulders and sleeves. 

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE
100% polyester. 150 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:
EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE
S–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• T-shirt in quick-drying polyester.
• Reflectors on the body, shoulders and sleeves. 

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE
100% polyester. 150 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:
EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE
XS–3XL
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413P AEREO 411P AEREO 

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Quick-drying.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch with good 

breathability, as well as greater durability as they stand up better to wear 
and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS–S, Class 3 for M->.

SIZE

XS–5XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good ventilation for maximum wicking.
• Quick-drying.
• Slim fit with a degree of  stretch.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 150 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

XS–5XL
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

185PB HEAVY

HI-VIS

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and 
good durability.

• Reinforced with 4-way Cordura stretch material over the 
seat, front, crotch and back of  knee for extremely good 
mobility, comfort and ventilation.

• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 
create body-hugging trousers.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good 

mobility and durability.
• Integral 7 mm knee cushion for cushioning and comfort.
• Ventilation on the inside is regulated by a zip to keep the 

wearer cool.
• The flexible 3M reflective panels offer a degree of  stretch 

with good breathability, as well as greater durability as they 
stand up better to wear and tear in the wash.

• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

Be seen, be safe.
These trousers were developed in close concert with the industry 
with the aim of  improving the working environment for today’s 

professional drivers. 
A journey which resulted in, among other things, a strong canvas 
in polyester/cotton/elastane, 7 millimetres of  cushioning on the 
knees and adjustable ventilation on the inner thigh for truly great 

comfort.  
What’s more, the reinforced knee-pad pockets in 4-way stretch 

provide both good mobility and extreme durability.
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1071PB AEREO 1072PB/1072PB-W AEREO

HI-VIS

F A B R I C F A B R I C

AVAILABLE 
IN LADIES’ 

MODEL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and good 
durability.

• 4-way stretch material over the seat, front, crotch as well as the front 
and rear sections of  the knee for extremely good mobility, comfort 
and ventilation.

• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close fitting 
trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct position.

• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good mobility 
and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra phone 

pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.
• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• Recessed leg pocket and folding-rule pocket. Leg pocket with phone 

pocket with a magnetic lock to keep the phone protected and in 
place.

• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material at the side of  the knee and on the inner thighs.
• Tailored indents at the back of  the knee.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative design that 

makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m2.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Breathable canvas stretch fabric for optimal comfort and good 
durability.

• 4-way stretch material over the seat, front, crotch as well as the front 
and rear sections of  the knee for extremely good mobility, comfort 
and ventilation.

• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close fitting 
trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct position.

• Reinforced 4-way stretch knee-pad pockets provide good mobility 
and durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets with increased volume. Extra phone 

pocket with zip under the right hanging pocket.
• Welt pockets at the back with recessed black reflector strips.
• Recessed leg pocket and folding-rule pocket. Phone pocket with 

magnetic lock to keep the phone protected and in place.
• Knife holder with elastic for ease-of-use.
• Ventilated material at the side of  the knee and on the inner thighs.
• Shaped cut-offs at back of  knee for added comfort.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative design that 

makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m2.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

Men: 44-60, D84-D120 
Ladies: 34-48
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1073PB AEREO 1074PB HEAVY

HI-VIS

F A B R I CF A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretchy, durable twill weave.
• 4-way stretch over the seat, front and crotch, for extremely good 

mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• The stretch panels, stretch in the main fabric and narrower fit 

create body-hugging trousers.
• Reinforced Cordura kneepad pockets for increased durability.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Front pockets with additional zip in right-hand pocket.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Left-hand leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Leg pocket on the right with ruler pocket and extra pockets, along 

with an ID card holder.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative design 

that makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton, mechanical stretch. 245 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for good comfort and durability.
• 4-way stretch panels across front, crotch and yoke provide 

excellent mobility and comfort.
• Slimmer fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Close 

fitting trousers with knee-pads that stay in the correct 
position.

• Reinforced Cordura kneepad pockets for increased 
durability.

• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Knitted back pockets with Cordura bellows.
• Leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Folding rule pocket.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

63% polyester, 34% cotton, 3% elastane. 275 g/m2.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120
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1075PB HEAVY

HI-VIS

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for good comfort and durability.
• 4-way stretch panels across front, crotch and yoke provide 

excellent mobility and comfort.
• Better fit thanks to stretch material and panels. Trousers 

with knee-pads that stay in the correct position.
• Reinforced Cordura kneepad pockets for increased 

durability.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Knitted back pockets with Cordura bellows.
• Leg pocket with external mobile phone pocket.
• Folding rule pocket.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

85% polyester, 13% cotton, 2% elastane. 265 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D120

Flexible stretch pants 
for increased mobility. 
Flexible, Hi-Vis Class 2 certified work trousers in hard-

wearing water and dirt repellent main fabric. 
Several 4-way stretch panels for increased mobility and

 greater comfort.
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160PB OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

174B OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

F A B R I CF A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.
• Reinforced over the knees and thighs for better durability.
• Extendable by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D116. 

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Strong cotton to give the best durability.
• Hi-Vis fabric is also available in cotton, which means that the 

garment is suitable for work where there is a risk of  sparks.
• Triple stitched for extra durability.
• Hanging pockets and knees reinforced with Cordura.
• Extendible by 5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% cotton. 360 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1.

SIZE

44-60, D84-D116
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HI-VIS

CLASS 1
Garments fitted with fluorescent material with an area 
of  at least 0.14 m2 and reflectors with an area of  at least 
0.10 m2, for use where the requirement is the lowest 
certified level for visibility.

HI-VIS CERTIFIED GARMENTS
EN ISO 20471

Hi-Vis certified garments are divided into three different classes, 
based on the visibility of  the wearer. The garments have fluorescent 
surfaces and reflectors that meet the certification requirements for 

design, e.g. the minimum width of  the reflector must be 50 mm. The 
materials are tested before and after washing (a minimum of  5 wash-

es), and if  the garment has been tested and approved for a higher 
number of  washes, this must be stated on the washing instructions. 

CLASS 2
Garments fitted with fluorescent fabric with an area of    
at least 0.50 m2 and reflectors with an area of  at least 
0.13 m2, for use where the visibility requirement is not 
as high as Class 3.

CLASS 3
The garments are provided with fluorescent material 
with an area of  at least 0.80 m2 and reflectors with an 
area of  at least 0.20 m2, for use where the highest level 
of  visibility is required.
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1475PB AEREO

NY FÄRG!

HI-VIS

F A B R I C

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Stretch canvas weave for optimal comfort and durability.
• 4-way stretch over the seat, front and crotch, for extremely 

good mobility, comfort and ventilation.
• Stretch panels and stretch in main material provide a 

slimmer fit.
• Reinforced hanging pockets.
• Recessed rear welt pockets.
• Left-hand leg pocket and right-hand folding rule pocket.
• Hardwearing FlexiComb™ reflectors with an innovative 

design that makes the garment supple and comfortable.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

85% polyester, 13% cotton, 2% elastane. 265 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60

Shorts for an easier 
working day.

Lighter and airier work shorts in stretch fabric with 
good wear resistance in the main material as well as 
several 4-way stretch panels. The material in these 
shorts will keep you cool, while taking your comfort 

and mobility to a new level.
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HI-VIS

Discover a whole new level of  comfort when wearing 
Hi-Vis workwear. With FlexiCombTM you have 
reflective panels that are durable, visible and flexible 
so that you have full mobility. As a result, that feeling 
of  having a belt around your waist is a thing of  the past 
with FlexiCombTM.

It is also much more robust than a traditional reflector. 
You can rest assured that you’ll be visible and safe in 
the workplace, even if  you wash the garment several 
times a week.

DURABLE.
VISIBLE.
FLEXIBLE.

Durable
FlexiComb lasts twice as long as the pre-
viously sewn-on, traditional reflectors, 
and is certified to guarantee 50 washes 
at 60°C.
FlexiComb lasts a long time.

Visible
FlexiComb is certified to provide you 
as a user with the assurance that you 
are selecting a reflector that delivers 
excellent visibility. You can rely on this
reflector keeping you visible in the 
workplace.

Flexible
FlexiComb’s unique design pro-
vides room to move. Compared 
to traditional reflectors, Flexi-
Comb can stretch significantly, 
which provides fantastic comfort.
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175PB OMNIO

170PB OMNIO

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

HI-VIS

F A B R I C

F A B R I C

CHARACTERISTICS AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Hanging pockets and knees reinforced with Cordura.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-64

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Water and dirt-repellent.
• The weave structure ensures a hardwearing garment.
• Hanging pockets and knees reinforced with Cordura.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

80% polyester, 20% cotton. 300 g/m². 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

44-60
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414P287P

4142P4004P

HI-VIS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Reflective panels on the shoulders improve visibility, even 
from above.

• The zip makes the waistcoat easy to put on and take off.
• Suitable for dock work or construction sites.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 120 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

M/L–XL/2XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Simple Hi-Vis waistcoat.
• Velcro fastening.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 120 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Hi-Vis waistcoat with black hem.
• Zip at the front.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 120 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 1 for sizes S–M and Class 2 for sizes L->L.

SIZE

S–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Hi-Vis waistcoat with zip.
• Size adapted.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 120 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

L–XL
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Swedes have a special relationship with rain. The wet 
season typically starts in August and ends in July. A situation 
that demands solid know-how of  water-resistant workwear. 
WorkDry™ – a collection of  jackets and trousers for rainy 
working days. 
While you cannot avoid the rain, you no longer need to 
schedule your work around it.

STOP THE RAIN, 
NOT THE WORK.
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

930 HI-VIS903 HI-VIS
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and supple stretch material for greater comfort.
• Waterproof  with sewn and welded seams.
• Ventilation in the back.
• Front placket protects the zip from wear and gives good wind 

protection.
• Adjustable cuffs with snap fasteners.
• Hood in the collar.
• Length 90 cm (size L).

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

60% polyester, 40% PU. 190 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343 Class 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS, Class 3 
for S->.

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and supple stretch material for greater comfort.
• Waterproof  with sewn and welded seams.
• Elastic waist.
• Adjustable hems with snap fasteners.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

60% polyester, 40% PU. 190 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2.

SIZE

XS–3XL
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L.BRADOR 903PU
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930PU903PU
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and supple stretch material for greater comfort.
• Waterproof  with sewn and welded seams.
• Ventilation in the back.
• Front placket protects the zip from wear and gives good wind 

protection.
• Adjustable cuffs with snap fasteners.
• Hood in the collar.
• Length 82 cm (size L).

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

60% polyester, 40% PU. 190 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343 3:1.

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and supple stretch material for greater comfort.
• Waterproof  with sewn and welded seams.
• Elastic waist.
• Adjustable hems with snap fasteners.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

60% polyester, 40% PU. 190 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343 3:1.

SIZE

XS–3XL
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2210PU 2211PU
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Rainwear set comprising rain jacket and rain trousers in a 
convenient package for easy handling and accessibility.

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and supple stretch material for greater comfort.
• Front placket protects the zip from wear and gives good wind 

protection.
• Jacket with adjustable cuffs and ventilation in armpits.
• Fixed hood for greater functionality.
• Rain trousers with elastic waist.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% PU. 170 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343 3:1.

SIZE

S–3XL 

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Rainwear set comprising rain jacket and rain trousers in a 
convenient package for easy handling and accessibility.

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and supple stretch material for greater comfort.
• Front placket protects the zip from wear and gives good wind 

protection.
• Jacket with adjustable cuffs and ventilation in armpits.
• Fixed hood for greater functionality.
• Rain trousers with elastic waist.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% PU. 170 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 3.

SIZE

S–3XL 
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REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

914 PU

REFLECTIVE  
PARTNER:

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and smooth material with pleasant stretch for 

high comfort.
• Waterproof  with sewn and welded seams.
• Ventilation in the back.
• Front placket protects the zip from wear and gives good wind 

protection.
• Adjustable cuffs with snap fasteners.
• Buttoning at the bottom creates a drip edge to keep your legs 

dry.
• Two-way zip.
• Extra high collar.
• Hood in the collar.
• Length 125 cm (size L).

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

60% polyester, 40% PU. 190 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 343 Class 3:1 and EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for XS, Class 3 
for S->.

SIZE

XS–3XL
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STAY  
ACTIVE.
STAY  
WARM.

 Your underwear and your socks have a couple of  truly 
important tasks. They have to keep you optimally warm, 
and also to transport moisture away from the skin. 
 We offer several variants that all fulfil those exact 
purposes – but they are all ideal for just the right 
temperature and work. To make it easier for you to 
choose, we have divided our socks and underwear into 
four categories, or levels if  you prefer. 
 All models and variants feature the same high quality 
and carefully selected materials, but with varying degrees 
of  warmth and wicking – from cool with a high level of  
wicking, to really warm and comfortable with a lesser 
degree of  wicking. 
 The model you choose depends on the type of  work 
you do, your own temperature, the season, how much 
you move about and whether you’re working indoors or 
outdoors.

Being properly dressed for your working day 
is at least as important as having the right 
tools and equipment. And the most crucial 
roles are played by the garments that you 
have closest to your body: your socks and your 
underwear. These hidden clothing heroes sel-
dom get much attention, but in fact they are 
almost essential to the way your day ends up.



WARM

WARM +

ACTIVE

ACTIVE +

Warming properties with good wick-
ing for cold climates

Extra warming properties with 
wicking for really cold climates

Optimal wicking for high activity 
work

Optimal wicking with warming 
properties for high activity work

MODELS IN THIS LINE
SOCKS: 757U  |  746C

MODELS IN THIS LINE 
SOCKS: 754UB  |  750U,  UNDERWEAR: 730P

MODELS IN THIS LINE 
SOCKS: 741U  |  742U
UNDERWEAR: 712UP  |  716UP  |  717UP | 718UP 

MODELS IN THIS LINE 
SOCKS: 760UA



730P

ACTIVE +

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Set consisting of  round-necked undershirt and 
long-johns.

• Optimal wicking with warming properties for 
high activity work.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 170 g/m².

SIZE

XS–5XL

The right feeling all day 
long.

A comfortable feeling always starts next to the body. With 
730P you get a complete undergarment with the perfect 

combination of  wicking and warmth. The undergarment is 
part of  Active+ and is especially suitable if  you are out and 
about and getting warm when working, and consequently 
need wicking, but at the same time need an undergarment 

that keeps the warmth in.
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716UP712UP

718UP

WARM

717UP

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for maximum warmth.
• Polyester on the inside for the best wicking.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Half-high collar with zip.
• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for maximum warmth.
• Polyester on the inside for the best wicking.
• Thumb grip.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Full body undergarment primarily to keep the lower back 
warm.

• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for maximum warmth.
• Channel-knit polyester towelling on the inside for the best 

wicking.
• Thumb grip at cuffs.
• Zip opening at the back.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Very soft and pleasant Merino wool for maximum warmth.
• Polyester on the inside for the best wicking.
• Thumb grip.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

50% Merino wool, 50% polyester. 230 g/m².

SIZE

XS–3XL
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757U746C

750U 754UB

ACTIVE 

ACTIVE + 

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• CoolMax for the best wicking.
• Thin quality for use as an inner sock or on its own on summer 

days.
• Elastic channels and extra air channels for the best comfort 

and fit.

MATERIAL

80% CoolMax, 17% polyamide, 3% elastane.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Good wicking to keep your feet dry.
• Thin quality for use as an inner sock or on its own on summer 

days.
• Merino wool for comfort and a comfortable feel.
• Seamless toe section for the best fit and feel.

MATERIAL

60% wool, 35% polyamide, 5% elastane.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Reinforced with polyamide for extra durability.
• Woollen towelling sole for a soft and shock-absorbing effect.
• Wool for a warm and insulating effect.
• Advanced machine knitting with air channels and extra 

elastic for the best fit.

MATERIAL

49% woo,l 25% acrylic, 23% polyamide, 3% elastane.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Woollen towelling sole for an extra soft and shock-absorbing 
effect.

• Cotton instep and leg for extra durability.
• The wool/cotton blend provides a warming and insulating 

effect.
• Advanced machine knitting with elastic zones for the best fit.

MATERIAL

45% wool, 35% cotton, 17% polyamide, 3% elastane.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47
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742U741U

760UA

WARM

WARM +

SPORT

756BPL 758B

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Our finest wool keeps the warmth in even on the coldest 
of  days.

• Felted sole for extreme durability and warmth.
• Woollen towelling in the entire sock for a soft and shock-

absorbing effect.
• Elastane, elastic channels and extra air channels for the 

best comfort and fit.

MATERIAL

70% wool, 27% polyamide, 3% elastane.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• An update of  the classic ribbed sock.
• Wool/acrylic in thick quality for warmth.
• Lycra for good comfort and fit.

MATERIAL

50% wool, 38% acrylic, 10% polyamide, 2% elastane.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made of  wool for a warm and insulating 
effect.

• Reinforced with polyamide for extra 
durability.

• Woollen towelling on the inside for extra 
comfort.

• Knitted elastic zones for the best fit.
• Long leg for extra warmth.

MATERIAL

60% wool, 20% acrylic, 17% polyamide, 
3% elastane.

SIZE

36/39-44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Thin sock with low leg.
• Advanced machine knitting with elastic zones for the best fit.
• Seamless toe for comfy feel and great durability.
• Supplied in 2-packs with one pair of  white and one pair of  

black socks.

MATERIAL

80% wool, 17% polyamide, 3% elastane.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A good, all-round sock for all kinds of  activities.
• V-knitted heel and towelling sole for the best comfort.
• Rib-knitted leg.
• 2-pack.

MATERIAL

80% cotton, 20% polyamide.

SIZE

36/39 - 44/47
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5008B

5002AE 537PE

5010PE
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Fleece-lined hat to keep you warm.
• Easily branded.

MATERIAL

95% cotton, 5% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Double-knitted in stretch fabric.
• Neon coloured with reflective label for good visibility.

MATERIAL

96% acrylic, 4% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Functional hat in double powerstretch.

MATERIAL

85% polyester, 15% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Hat with dual layers of  single jersey. 
• Comfortable and convenient.
• Easily branded.

MATERIAL

95% polyester, 5% elastane. 

SIZE

ONE SIZE

HEADGEAR
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507B 518PE

505AE 509P

HEADGEAR

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Double-stitched cotton hat with printed canvas label.

MATERIAL

100% cotton.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Functional hat in single-knitted powerstretch material. Air-
holes at the ears. Printed canvas label.

MATERIAL

85% polyester, 15% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Simple rib-knitted hat with woven label.

MATERIAL

85% acrylic, 15% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Practical buff/headgear in a synthetic fabric.
• Use as a hat, scarf  or around your wrist as a sweatband.

MATERIAL

95% polyester, 5% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE
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731PBA

580B

5013B

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Balaclava in cotton and polyester.

MATERIAL

65% polyester, 29% cotton, 6% polyamide.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• With flannel lining or warm-lined with a heat-retaining 
intermediate lining.

• Covers the neck and throat.
• Velcro fastening and internal helmet fittings.

MATERIAL

Outside 70% polyester, 30% cotton.
Inside 100% polyester fleece.

SIZE

55/57, 58/60

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Knitted skater model.

MATERIAL

100% acrylic.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Welding cap in cotton.
• Sold in 50-pack.

MATERIAL

100% cotton.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

HELMET HOOD F

HELMET HOOD KNITTED A

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Cap with curved peak.
• L.Brador embroidery on the front.
• Flexfit.

MATERIAL

97% cotton, 3% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

HEADGEAR
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590L

577PG

5011P

899

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Heavy, vegetable-tanned cowhide.
• Buckle in matte nickel.
• Width 4 cm, length 130 cm, waist 110 cm.
• Easy to shorten.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Elastic belt with metal buckle.
• Length 120 cm, Width 4 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

55% polypropylene, 45% rubber.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Rubber-covered buckle which doesn’t scratch.
• Elastic belt with L.Brador logo.
• Length 120 cm, Width 4 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

77% polyester, 23% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BELTS

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Seam cutter in plastic and metal.

SIZE

ONE SIZE
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532PE 533PE

539 5005P

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In wide elastic and with an adjustable front for pressure 
distribution and optimum fit.

• Clips made of  antique-coloured metal.
• Length up to 140 cm, width 4.5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

67% polyester, 33% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In wide elastic and with an adjustable front for pressure 
distribution and optimum fit.

• Clips made of  antique-coloured metal.
• Woven logo in white.
• Length up to 140 cm, width 4.5 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

67% polyester, 33% elastane.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BRACES

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• In robust metal for good sustainability.
• Size adjusted to allow the hammer to be taken in and out of  

the holder.
• Developed to match L.Brador’s trousers with Velcro tool 

retainers.
• Velcro tapes are included for use on trousers not fitted with 

the tool retainer.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Wearing an ID card while working is as important nowadays 
as remembering your tools.

• This ID card holder has three different fasteners – yoyo, 
keyring and clip – you simply choose which works best for 
you.

SIZE

ONE SIZE
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540PP 5004EVA

536

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Longer and wider model for better protection.
• Soft, comfortable inside and a harder outer side for best 

durability and pressure distribution.
• Unique design enables the protection to stay in place and 

follow the knee’s movements.
• Developed to provide best ergonomics and function.
• Dimensions: 260x190 mm, thickness 20 mm

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

50% EVA, 50% PE. 

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 14404, Class 1, Type 2.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft, comfortable all-round knee protection.
• Unique design enables the protection to stay in place and 

follow the knee’s movements.
• Developed to provide best ergonomics and function.
• Dimensions: 230x175 mm, thickness 20 mm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% EVA.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 14404, Class 1, Type 2.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft composition for a soft and pleasant feel.
• Supple to maintain the trousers’ flexibility and fit.
• Designed for L.Brador’s trouser collection with a slimmer fit.
• Dimensions: 17.5 cm high in the middle, 18 cm wide in the 

top part and 13.8 cm wide in the bottom part. 7 mm thick.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% EVA.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

KNEE PADS
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982PU

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• A light and airy laboratory coverall made of  polypropylene/
non-woven fabric. 

• The garment “breathes” and is pleasant to wear. 
• It has been developed and manufactured for basic protection 

in environments where non-hazardous substances are 
present. 

• Zip at the front and elastic at the ends of  the sleeves and legs.

SIZE

M–2XL

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Clip-cap model cap made of  non-woven material.

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Polyurethane-coated polyester jersey to keep you feeling dry.
• Lightweight and supple stretch material for greater comfort.
• Dimensions: 115x85 cm.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE: 

60% PU and 40% polyester. 190 g/m².

SIZE

ONE SIZE

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Made of  non-woven fabric and coated with a thin, 
microporous film. 

• Protects against dust and offers limited protection against 
splashes. 

• The coverall is soft, supple and airy. 
• With hood and elastic at the waist, sleeves and legs.

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

Type 5 EN ISO 13982-1 Dry particle suit
Type 6 EN 13034 Protective suit against limited splashing
Category 3

SIZE

M–3XL

DC10 DISPOSABLE COVERALL

CLIP-CAP

DC20 DISPOSABLE COVERALL

DISPOSABLE/CHEMICAL PROTECTION
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433P
PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Soft, warm and comfortable pile jacket.
• Thumb holes at the cuffs.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 290 g/m².

SIZE

98/104 - 146/152

CHILDREN

Lumberjacket for the 
smallest craftsmen.
A soft and comfortable pile jacket for children. 

Full-length zip and details in orange contrast colour. 
Warm jacket with thumb holes at the cuffs.
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119PB

403P 353B

6066B

CHILDREN

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Durable and moderately robust fabric in polyester/cotton.
• Triple stitched for extra durability.
• Pre-shaped knees for a better fit and flexibility.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

65% polyester, 35% cotton. 240 g/m².

SIZE

98/104 - 146/152

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Hi-Vis vest for children.
• Elasticated sides.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% polyester. 120 g/m².

CERTIFIED IN COMPLIANCE WITH:

EN 1150.

SIZE

XS, S, L

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Long-sleeved, round-necked T-shirt with raglan sleeves.
• Reinforced elbows.
• Print on the chest.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% combed cotton. 160 g/m².

SIZE

98/104 - 146/152

PROPERTIES AND USER BENEFITS

• Short-sleeved, round-necked t-shirt.
• Print on the chest.

MATERIAL AND GRAMS PER SQUARE METRE

100% combed cotton. 160 g/m².

SIZE

98/104 - 134/140
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Unleash your full potential with  
flexible and durable work trousers.





www.facebook.com/L.Brador www.youtube.com/LBradorWorkwear

www.instagram.com/L.Brador

L.Brador Workwear – Designed to work
523 37 Ulricehamn, Sweden  |  +46 321-28 500  |  www.lbrador.com


